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a sports car’s mission is simple: to thrill.
that mission is usually accomplished via a primary focus on what is absolutely necessary to accelerate, brake and  

change directions with balance and grace. the goal is to have abundant power pushing as little weight  

as possible. a stout chassis, stellar suspension and strong brakes help the cause. great aerodynamics and physical presence 

also advance the goal. evolving technology has added more comfort, connectivity, sophistication, safety and efficiency  

to modern machines. still, the best sports cars never forget the basic formula.



the chevrolet corvette has always stood for one thing: performance without pretense.  

the new grand sport, inspired by the iconic racing sting rays of the 1960s,  

is designed to be an attainable track and street car that features racing-developed technology.  

available in coupe and convertible, the grand sport includes a wider track,  

aggressive dampers and springs, larger stabilizer bars, performance gear ratios,  

and additional cooling. in addition, goodyear® eagle® f1 supercar tires  

are tucked inside flared fenders. a wider front fascia and front splitter,  

a high rear spoiler, and five-spoke grand sport wheels underline its purposeful look.  

racing technology also extends to the brakes, including six-piston front calipers  

surrounding thick, cross-drilled rotors. manual transmission coupes come standard  

with the z52 performance package that includes a dry-sump oil system. this helps  

prevent oil starvation on high-g corners and under heavy braking.  

like every 2010 corvette, every grand sport is backed with the best coverage in america:  

a 100,000 mile/5-year1 transferable powertrain limited warranty plus  

roadside assistance and courtesy transportation programs. 

1 Whichever comes first. See dealer for details.

a noble namesake The new Grand Sport echoes from the formative days of the 1960s when Corvettes were cutting their teeth on race tracks 

races such as Le 24 Heures du Mans and the 12 Hours of Sebring. Only five were built and their racing careers were cut short. Regardless, those original 

ke against brutal sports car competition from around the world. Competition drove former Corvette chief engineer Zora Arkus-Duntov to create five ultralight purpose-built Sting Rays capable of winning endurance 

       Grand Sports showed the potential of Chevrolet to beat the world’s best sports cars and are now the crown jewels of Corvette collectors, worth millions of dollars apiece.

Corvette Grand Sport convertible shown in  

NEW Torch Red with available Grand Sport Heritage 

Package and other options. Preproduction model 

shown. Actual production madel may vary. 



Corvette Grand Sport interior shown with Dark Titanium color/Ebony 

seats, available Grand Sport Heritage Package and other features.

hear Choose from several seven-speaker sound system CD/MP3 player options,  

depending on model, including a navigation system1 with standard XM Radio2 and a  

one-year subscription or a Bose® seven-speaker stereo system with an auxiliary audio 

input jack and standard XM Radio2 with one-year subscription.

connect Connectivity is everything. Corvette offers available Bluetooth® wireless  

technology3 for select compatible phones on select models and standard OnStar4  

Safe & Sound Plan for the first year. Or choose an available navigation radio1 on select 

models that provides information on-screen, verbally or via the Head-Up Display.

smell Real sports cars wear leather. The available Custom Leather-Wrapped Interior 

Package on 4LT, 3LZ and 3ZR models provides rich leather coverings on the instrument 

panel upper, door panel uppers, console cover and sport seat surfaces. Available in  

select two-tone colors or solid Ebony.

feel Sport seats with adjustable lumbar support, side bolsters, and perforated  

leather seating surfaces are included in 2LT, 3LT and 4LT models as well as 3LZ  

and 3ZR models. Two-tone or solid-color seats (new for 2010) with crossed-flags  

head-restraint embroidery are available on 2LT and 3LT models. 

see Keep your eyes on the road with a Head-Up Display, included on all trim levels 

except 1LT and 2LT, that shows mph, rpm, g-forces and more   — in street or track modes. 

Data is projected onto the windshield so you can concentrate on what’s ahead.

1 Available on select models. Map coverage includes only the 48 contiguous United States and portions of Canada. Not available in Alaska, Puerto Rico and the Virgin 
Islands.  2 XM Radio requires a subscription, sold separately by XM after the trial period. XM Radio U.S. service only available in the 48 contiguous United States and the 
District of Columbia. For more information, visit gm.xmradio.com.  3 Go to gm.com/bluetooth to find out which Bluetooth phones are compatible with the vehicle.  4 Call 
1-888-4ONSTAR (1-888-466-7827), see warranty and important information page in back, or visit onstar.com for details and system limitations. 



excellent road manners are a vital part of the corvette dna. for 2010, the corvette  

short-throw, six-speed manual gearbox now offers launch control on all models. the system  

modulates engine rpm to lay down the power more smoothly while providing consistent acceleration times  

on the test track. if you prefer clutchless shifting with both hands on the wheel,  

select the available six-speed paddle shift. it is programmed to match revs during downshifts for  

smoother transitions. all corvette models are equipped with variable-ratio power steering, which is  

engineered to provide sharper reflexes when cornering with better on-center feel at speed.  

and you can stiffen suspension capability via magnetic selective ride control, standard on zr1 and available on 

coupe and convertible. it adjusts damping by means of electromagnetic particles in the shock fluid.  

you can choose between two modes — “tour” and “sport.” magnetic selective ride control includes larger, 

cross-drilled brake rotors on coupe and convertible.

Corvette coupe shown in Blade Silver Metallic with available features.



Corvette convertible shown in Arctic White with available features.

sun, sky, moon, stars. original roadsters were created for you to take in the elements,  

not be punished by them. the corvette convertible allows you to enjoy the heavens  

without compromising comfort or capacity. an available power top on select models lets you raise the roof in 18 seconds  

without leaving the driver seat. or choose the standard manual top that uses a single-handled double latch  

for easy operation. the top is shaped to minimize turbulence when raised. and when it comes to  

weekend escapes, a fully enclosed trunk accommodates luggage or two golf bags with the top down.  

for the record, with 430 standard horsepower, corvette is one of  

the most powerful convertibles in heaven or on earth.



the ls3 v8 under the hood of the coupe, convertible and grand sport is designed to be small on the  

outside and big on the inside. its 6.2 liter displacement puts out an sae-certified 430 hp and 424 lb.-ft. of torque.  

this exceeds cars like the audi r8, aston martin v8 vantage and porsche 911 carrera s. yet fuel economy is  

excellent, with 26 mpg highway — mileage that compares to many six-cylinder cars — and no gas-guzzler tax.1  

based on the legendary gm small block v8, the ls3 has a large bore and deep breathing capacity,  

thanks to a high-lift cam and high-flow cylinder heads and intake manifold. an available dual-mode exhaust  

system helps the engine breathe even easier and raises output to 436 hp with 428 lb.-ft. of torque  

while providing a more aggressive exhaust note. there’s power in simplicity:  

the ls3 is the most powerful corvette engine ever offered on a standard model.

An available dual-mode exhaust system raises LS3 engine power to 436 hp.

1 EPA fuel economy estimates of 16 MPG city, 26 highway (with manual transmission).



 the corvette z06 could be the purest execution of the  

race car builder’s mantra — abundant power pushing minimal weight.  

z06 was codeveloped with the corvette c6.r that competes  

internationally at circuits such as le mans. the z06 is  

the lightest corvette with a low 3,175-lb. curb weight, thanks to  

an aluminum frame, magnesium engine cradle and fixed-roof structure.  

it also makes use of carbon-fiber, balsa-sandwiched floorboards  

and carbon-fiber front fenders. z06 is powered by a 7.0 liter (427 cubic-inch) 

aluminum-block v8 with an 11.0:1 compression ratio. it delivers  

an sae-certified 505 hp at 6300 rpm and 470 lb.-ft. of torque at 4800 rpm.  

the engine employs lightweight titanium intake valves and  

connecting rods and contains a high-performance  

dry-sump oil system to protect vital components  

under high-g driving conditions.
Corvette Z06 shown in Velocity Yellow Tintcoat, an extra-cost color, with available 10-spoke spider chrome aluminum wheels.

corvette museum delivery
Corvette customers can take delivery of their new Corvette on the floor of the National Corvette  

Museum (NCM) in Bowling Green, Ky. The experience includes an NCM Delivery Team tour  

of the nearby Corvette Assembly Plant and a personal VIP tour of the NCM. Museum Delivery  

is available through any Chevrolet Corvette dealer for a cost of $490.



brembo carbon ceramic brakes

the record  

Six-time GT1 Champion at Le Mans. Winner of eight consecutive American Le Mans Series 

(ALMS) Manufacturers’ GT1 Championships. Seven consecutive ALMS Drivers’  

Championships for Corvette Racing drivers, including Ron Fellows, Johnny O’Connell,  

Jan Magnussen, Olivier Beretta and Oliver Gavin.  

Since 1999, that’s 77 victories in 105 races (through June 2009).

the corvette zr11 is the focal point for many acquired learnings in sports car engineering and  

racing over many decades. the zr1 pushes the power-to-weight possibilities even further with 5.2 pounds  

per horsepower — an amazing number that surpasses ferrari 599 gtb fiorano, lamborghini gallardo,  

audi r8 and porsche 911 gt2. zr1 is powered by a 6.2 liter ls9 v8 equipped with a four-lobe eaton® twin vortices 

series™ supercharger with intercooler. total power output is 638 sae-certified hp with 604 lb.-ft. of torque. 

much of the body is manufactured out of visible carbon fiber, including the roof, roof bow,  

rocker extensions and front splitter. a brembo® brake system uses carbon ceramic rotors that are  

almost 50 percent lighter than equivalent cast-iron units. twenty-spoke aluminum wheels  

measure 19 inches (front) and 20 inches2 (rear) in diameter and are mounted to michelin® pilot® sport ps2™  

zp tires. it all adds up to a test-track top speed of 205 mph and the distinction of being  

the fastest gm production car of all time. new for 2010 is a five-mode performance traction  

management system designed to enhance race track performance and consistency.  

it manages acceleration out of turns via integration of the magnetic selective  

ride control, traction control and active handling systems.

1 Very limited availability.  2 Use only GM-approved tire and wheel combinations. For important tire and wheel information, go to gmaccessorieszone.com or see your dealer for details.

LS9 supercharged V8 engine, which produces  

638 SAE-certified hp and 604 lb.-ft. of torque.  



Genuine Corvette Accessories offers an available dealer-installed Ultimate Appearance Package with Wheels (shown above in Jetstream Blue Metallic Tintcoat, an extra-cost 

color). It includes Front-Grille Screen, Side-Cove Screens, Rear Exhaust Plate Screen, Full-Width Rear Spoiler, Vehicle Cover and Fifteen-Spoke Polished  

Aluminum Wheels. Arctic White convertible on right features Underhood Liner, Seven-Spoke Forged Chrome Wheels, Convertible Windscreen and Full-Width Rear Spoiler.

for more information, visit corvette.com

rear fascia protector

dust cover

carbon pattern
engine cover

stainless steel  
pedal covers shift knob with boot

 individuality is a trademark of corvette owners. you can make your corvette even more of a  

personal statement with over 45 available dealer-installed genuine corvette accessories. all are  

designed to enhance the appearance or extend the functionality of your corvette. they’re developed by  

the same designers and engineers who create corvette and are crafted to meet strict original equipment manufacturer  

quality standards. the result is an array of accessories with the best fit, function and design for your corvette.
Corvette ZR1 (very limited availability) shown in Crystal Red Metallic Tintcoat, an extra-cost color.
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IMPORTANT WORDS ABOUT THIS CATALOG. We have tried to make this 

catalog comprehensive and factual. We reserve the right, however, to make 

changes at any time, without notice, in prices, colors, materials, equipment, 

specifications, models and availability. Specifications, dimensions, mea-

surements, ratings and other numbers in this catalog and other printed 

materials provided at the dealership or affixed to vehicles are approximates 

based upon design and engineering drawings, prototypes and laboratory  

tests. Your vehicle may differ due to variations in manufacture and 

equipment. Since some information may have been updated since the time 

of printing, please check with your Chevrolet dealer for complete details. 

Chevrolet reserves the right to lengthen or shorten the model year for any 

product for any reason or to start and end model years at different times. 

Certain vehicle features may lose their usefulness over time due to  

obsolescence from technological changes. Unless otherwise noted, all claims 

based on 2009 GM High Performance Sport segment and latest available  

competitive information. Excludes other GM vehicles.

WE’VE GOT YOUR BACK. At Chevrolet, giving you a completely satisfying 

ownership experience is our top priority. That’s why if you ever need assistance, 

feel free to contact us at these websites or phone numbers.

CHEVY.COM. Offers shopping tools such as Chevy vehicle information, Build 

and Price, Find a Vehicle, Request Info, Email Sign-Up, Compare Vehicles, 

Financial Tools...and much more.

CHEVY.COM/SAFETY. Chevrolet is committed to keeping you and your family 

safe — from the start of your journey to your destination. That’s why every 

Chevrolet is designed with a comprehensive list of safety and security features 

to help give you peace of mind. 

GENUINE CORVETTE ACCESSORIES (CHEVROLET.COM/CORVETTE/ACCESSORIES).  

Enhance the appearance or extend the functionality of your Corvette coupe, 

convertible, Grand Sport, Z06 or ZR1. Genuine Corvette Accessories are 

covered by the New Vehicle Limited Warranty and designed for performance, 

durability and safety. Genuine Corvette Accessories permanently installed at 

the time of new vehicle delivery are covered under the New Vehicle Limited  

Warranty. If installed after delivery, coverage (parts and labor) is for 

the balance of the New Vehicle Limited Warranty or a minimum of 12 

months/12,000 miles (whichever comes first). See your Chevy dealer or visit  

chevrolet.com/corvette/accessories.

GM, the GM Logo, Chevrolet, the Chevrolet Logo, and the slogans, emblems, vehicle model names, vehicle body 
designs and other marks appearing in this catalog are the trademarks and/or service marks of General Motors,  
its subsidiaries, affiliates or licensors. OnStar and Safe & Sound are registered trademarks of OnStar LLC. 
Bose and AudioPilot are registered trademarks of the Bose Corp. SIRIUS, XM and all related marks and logos 
are trademarks of SIRIUS XM Radio Inc. and its subsidiaries. TheftLock is a registered trademark of Delphi  
Technologies, Inc. The Bluetooth word mark is a registered trademark owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any 
use of such mark by Chevrolet is under license. Goodyear and Eagle are registered trademarks of the Goodyear 
Tire & Rubber Company. Michelin and Pilot are registered trademarks and PS2 is a trademark of Michelin North 
America, Inc. Eaton is a registered trademark and Twin Vortices Series is a trademark of Eaton Corporation. 
Brembo is a registered trademark of Brembo S.p.A. ©2009 General Motors. All rights reserved.  

Litho in USA. July 2009

   CHEVY 100,000 MILE/5-YEAR TRANSFERABLE POWER-

TRAIN LIMITED WARRANTY.  Every 2010 Chevy 

passenger car, light-duty truck, SUV and crossover comes with a 100,000 mile/5-

year (whichever comes first) transferable Powertrain Limited Warranty. Plus, you 

get 100,000 miles/5 years (whichever comes first) of the 24/7 Roadside Assistance 

Program, Courtesy Transportation Program and much more. See dealer for details. 

NEW VEHICLE LIMITED WARRANTY.  GM vehicles registered in the U.S.A.  

are covered for 3 years/36,000 miles (whichever comes first). The com-

plete vehicle is covered, including tires, towing to your nearest Chevrolet 

dealership and cosmetic corrosion resulting from defects. Repairs will 

be made to correct any vehicle defect, and most warranty repairs will be 

made at no charge. In addition, rust-through corrosion will be covered for  

6 years/100,000 miles (whichever comes first). See dealer for details.

AN IMPORTANT NOTE ABOUT ALTERATIONS AND WARRANTIES.  Instal-

lations or alterations to the original GM-equipped vehicle (or chassis) are 

not covered by the General Motors New Vehicle Limited Warranty. The 

special body company, assembler, equipment installer or upfitter is solely  

responsible for warranties on the body or equipment and any alterations  

(or any effect of the alterations) to any of the parts, components, sys-

tems or assemblies installed by GM. General Motors is not responsible for 

the safety or quality of design features, materials or workmanship of any  

alterations by such suppliers. 

ENGINES.  Chevrolet products are equipped with engines produced by GM 

Powertrain or other suppliers to GM worldwide. The engines in Chevrolet prod-

ucts may also be used in other GM makes and models. 

ASSEMBLY.  Chevrolet vehicles and their components are assembled or 

produced by different operating units of General Motors, its subsidiaries 

or suppliers to GM worldwide. We sometimes find it necessary to produce 

Chevrolet vehicles with different or differently sourced components than origi-

nally scheduled. Since some options may be unavailable when your vehicle is  

assembled, we suggest you verify that your vehicle includes the equipment you 

ordered and that, if there were changes, they are acceptable to you.

ONSTAR. OnStar services require vehicle electrical system (including 

battery), wireless service and GPS satellite signals to be available and 

operating for features to function properly. OnStar acts as a link to existing 

emergency service providers. Subscription Service Agreement required. Call 

1-888-4ONSTAR (1-888-466-7827) or visit onstar.com for OnStar Terms 

and Conditions, Privacy Statement, and details and system limitations. 

A NOTE ABOUT CHILD SAFETY.  Always use safety belts and the correct 

restraint for your child’s age and size. Even in vehicles equipped with the 

Passenger Sensing System, children are safer when properly secured in 

a rear seat in the appropriate infant, child or booster seat. Never place a 

rear-facing infant restraint in the front seat of any vehicle equipped with a  

passenger air bag. See the Owner’s Manual and child safety seat instruc-

tions for more safety information.

Corvette Z06 shown with available features in Jetstream Blue Metallic Tintcoat, an extra-cost color. 



 Five split-spoke aluminum 

wheel standard on coupe and 

convertible. Silver painted 

standard (shown); available in 

Competition Gray. Size  

18" x 8.5" front, 19" x 10" rear.

Five-spoke chrome forged 

wheel available on coupe and 

convertible. Size 18" x 8.5" 

front, 19" x 10" rear. 

Grand Sport: five-spoke  

aluminum wheel, Silver painted 

standard (shown); available in 

chrome or Competition Gray. 

Size 18" x 9.5" front,  

19" x 12" rear.

Z06: 10-spoke spider  

aluminum wheel. Silver 

painted standard; available in 

chrome and Competition Gray 

(shown). Size 18" x 9.5" front,  

19" x 12" rear.

 Z06: original 10-spoke  

chrome aluminum wheel 

available. Size 18" x 9.5" front, 

19" x 12" rear. 

 ZR1: 20-spoke aluminum wheel. 

Sterling Silver painted standard;  

available in chrome (shown) or 

Competition Gray. Size 19" x 10" 

front, 20" x 12" rear.

Available Grand Sport Heritage Package fender graphics are offered 

in Cyber Gray, Pearl White, Victory Red and Light Silver Metallic.

Arctic White Black Jetstream Blue  
Metallic Tintcoat 

(extra cost)

Blade Silver Metallic Crystal Red Metallic 
Tintcoat (extra cost)

Velocity Yellow  
Tintcoat (extra cost)

NEW Torch Red Cyber Gray Metallic

recommended exterior/interior color options

exterior colors

fabrics

convertible top colors

wheels

Available top colors: Beige, Gray and Black.

Sienna

Red Titanium Gray color 

Ebony

Cashmere color

Dark Titanium color 

grand sport stripe colors

INTERIOR COLORS (SOLID OR TWO-TONE) CUSTOM LE ATHER-WR APPED INTERIOR PACK AGE

 
 
 EXTERIOR COLOR 

EBONY CASHMERE 
COLOR 

TITANIUM  
GRAY COLOR 

RED SOLID 
EBONY

CASHMERE  
COLOR/EBONY7

DARK 
TITANIUM 

COLOR/EBONY

SIENNA/ 
EBONY

Arctic White                      
Black                      
Jetstream Blue Metallic Tintcoat                   
Blade Silver Metallic                      
Crystal Red Metallic Tintcoat                   
Velocity Yellow Tintcoat                
NEW Torch Red                   
Cyber Gray Metallic                      
Available interior color indicated by presence of dots. Convertible top colors:  Black    Beige    Gray 

1 Always use safety belts and the correct restraint for your child’s age and size. Even in vehicles equipped with the Passenger Sensing System, children are safer when properly secured in a rear seat in the appropriate infant, child or booster seat. Never place a rear-facing infant restraint in the front seat of any vehicle equipped with a 
passenger air bag. See the Owner’s Manual and child safety seat instructions for more safety information.  2 XM Radio requires a subscription, sold separately by XM after the trial period. XM Radio U.S. service only available in the 48 contiguous United States and the District of Columbia. For more information, visit gm.xmradio.com.  
3 RDS functions only where stations broadcast RDS information.  4 Call 1-888-4ONSTAR (1-888-466-7827), see page 23 and visit onstar.com for details and system limitations.  5 Go to gm.com/bluetooth to find out which Bluetooth phones are compatible with the vehicle.  6 Map coverage includes only the 48 contiguous United States 
and portions of Canada. Not available in Alaska, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.  7 Interim availability.
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standard and incremental equipment     = Standard    O = Optional        

COUPE/CONVERTIBLE/GRAND SPORT Z06 ZR1

1LT 2LT 3LT 4LT 1LZ 2LZ 3LZ 1 Z R 3 Z R

6.2 Liter LS3 V8 engine: 430 hp with six-speed manual transmission and launch control 

7.0 Liter LS7 V8 engine: 505 hp with six-speed manual transmission and launch control 

6.2 Liter LS9 supercharged V8 engine: 638 hp with six-speed manual transmission and launch control

Six-way power driver seat, leather seating surfaces, floor mats, tilt steering wheel, dual-zone automatic climate control and cabin air filtration

Active Handling System; Traction Control; ABS, cruise control, Keyless Access with Push-Button Start and variable-ratio power steering

Air bags:1 frontal and side-impact,  driver and front passenger with Passenger Sensing System

Audio system: AM/FM stereo with CD player/MP3 playback, XM Radio2 with three trial months, automatic volume, Radio Data System (RDS),3 TheftLock, seven speakers 
and auxiliary audio input jack

Audio system: Bose AM/FM stereo with CD player/MP3 playback, XM Radio2 with one-year subscription; AudioPilot, RDS,3 TheftLock, seven speakers and auxiliary  
audio input jack

OnStar4 (includes Safe & Sound Plan for the first year)

Xenon high-intensity discharge headlamps, automatic headlamps and foglamps

Dual power-adjustable heated sport mirrors, auto-dimming rearview and driver-side exterior mirrors; compass; power hatch pull-down (not available on convertible)

Sport seats: includes adjustable lumbar support, side bolsters and perforated leather seating surfaces

Power passenger seat

Luggage shade (not available on convertible) and parcel net

Memory Package

Head-Up Display

Power-telescoping steering column

Heated seats

Universal Home Remote transmitter

Steering wheel-mounted audio controls

Bluetooth® wireless technology5 for select compatible phones with steering wheel-mounted controls

Power top (convertible only) 

NEW Performance Traction Management

Custom Leather-Wrapped Interior Package: two-tone leather seating surfaces with crossed-flags embroidered head restraints, leather-wrapped instrument panel upper, door 
panel uppers and console cover (all with contrasting stitching) and a special gunmetal pattern console trim plate

Carbon-fiber front fenders and aluminum frame with fixed-roof structure

Visible carbon-fiber roof, roof bow, rocker extensions and front air splitter and carbon-fiber domed hood with window to supercharged engine

available options
Six-Speed Paddle Shift with Automatic Modes O O O O

Modified two-tone seats with crossed-flags embroidery option O O

Crossed-flags embroidered head restraints O O

Grand Sport Heritage Package: hash mark stripe fender graphics and Grand Sport two-tone leather seats with head restraint embroidery  
(Grand Sport only; not available at start of production)

O O O

Navigation system:6 AM/FM stereo with CD/MP3 player, auto tone control, auto volume, XM Radio2 with one-year subscription, Bose seven-speaker sound system with 
AudioPilot and touch-screen 6.5-inch LCD color display

O O O O

Audio system: in-dash six-CD disc changer  (not available with navigation system) O O O O O O O O

Magnetic Selective Ride Control with Tour and Sport modes: includes larger crossed-drilled brake rotors (coupe and convertible; not available on Grand Sport) O O O O

Dual-mode performance exhaust: adds 6 hp and aggressive sound (coupe, convertible and Grand Sport) O O O O

Roof Package: one-piece body-color roof panel and one-piece transparent roof panel (coupe and Grand Sport coupe only) O O O O

Roof Package: one-piece transparent roof panel (coupe and Grand Sport coupe only) O O O O

Museum Delivery O O O O O O O O O

Recommended color override (additional charge) O O O O O O O O

 buyer’s guide  


